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1. Introduction
Integrid Work Package (WP) 7 assesses the results of the Integrid on both a technical and economic basis.
It consists of three tasks, each focused on a particular aspect of the assessment:
1) accomplishment of a regulatory analysis of current framework, existing barriers and further
recommendations (Task 7.1);
2) Cost Benefit Analysis, CBA (Task 7.2); and
3) definition of plausible business models to be exploited by the stakeholders involved (Task 7.3).
The cost-benefit analysis differentiates itself from a typical smart-grid cost-benefit analysis of individual
functionalities by taking into account the unique aspect which will be common to all proposed
demonstration sites, i.e. the integration of different flexibility enabling technologies.
This report constitutes Integrid Deliverable 7.3 (D7.3), setting out the basis for the cost-benefit analysis
(CBA), and is structured as follows:





section 2 provides an overview of the CBA methodology of the European Commission’s Joint
Research Centre (JRC);
section 3 provides a high-level description of each of the Integrid demonstrators (Demos) and
described the application of the JRC methodology to
o define baselines and scenarios; and
o map assets and functionalities as well as identify costs and benefits (taking inputs from
Integrid WP1 and WP2).
Section 4 sets out the plan to carry out the CBA
o setting out the approach and timings; and
o reflect on the extrapolation of the CBA analysis and its relation to the scalability and
replicability analysis carried out in WP8.
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2. CBA Methodology
2.1. Overview of JRC CBA Framework
The Integrid CBA will be based on the methodology1 for conducting a CBA of smart grid projects used by
the EC’s Joint Research Centre (JRC). The JRC methodology provides a staged process to be followed that
links functions with the assets and technologies of smart grid solutions, and maps these functionalities to
benefits. This section introduces the JRC methodology; section 3 sets out how this methodology is
tailored to the Integrid demonstrators. Figure 1 below shows the JRC CBA framework at a high level.

Figure 1: JRC CBA Framework

2.2. Stage 1: Define boundary conditions and set
parameters
The boundary conditions are the collective economic, technical and project conditions that make up the
wider background to the project. In the case of Integrid, the CBA will define boundary conditions specific
to each demonstration project, reflecting local economic, market and physical circumstances. The typical
key variables include:

1

Discount rate – capturing the time value of money in discounting future casfhlows to today;

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/20120427_smartgrids_guideline.pdf
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Time horizon – defining the number of years to be considered in the analysis;
Schedule of implementation – reflecting the timing in which solutions are developed and
deployed, informing when costs are incurred and benefits are generated;
Macroeconomic factors – reflecting economic conditions specific to the country/region of
implementation;
Regulatory factors – to capture, where relevant, the potential impact of upcoming regulatory
developments on the demonstration projects;
Implemented technologies – reflecting properties and/or assumptions around the design of
project assets, system architecture and technologies deployed;
Peak load transfer and consumption reduction; and
Electricity demand.

Whilst defining boundary conditions is the first step in the JRC methodology to carry out the CBA analysis.
This step is not undertaken as part of the development of the CBA plan, but anticipated as the first step in
the actual execution of the CBA.

2.3. Stage 2: Cost-Benefit Analysis
The CBA described in the JRC methodology consists of seven steps, as shown in Figure 2:

Figure 2: JRC CBA execution Structure

The following subsections describe these steps in more detail. Steps 1-4 of this process have been carried
out (see section 3 below) to inform the CBA plan (in section 4) presented in this report.
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2.3.1. Review and describe technologies, elements
and goals of the project
The goal of this first step is to provide a description of the project and make clear the main characteristics
and framework – its dimension and scale, technologies that take part, particular features of the local grid,
stakeholders involved, and the objectives of the project.

2.3.2. Map assets on to functionalities
The assets identified in the step above are potentially to enable functionalities of the project. A clear and
complete understanding of assets and enabled functionalities is needed in order to ensure the quality of
the study outcome. The assets of the project have to be assessed so that they can be linked with the
corresponding activated functionalities. The functionalities to be selected are listed in Annex III of the JRC
methodology.

2.3.3. Map functionalities on to benefits
The JRC Methodology, reflecting the EPRI Methodology, proposes 22 possible benefits that are divided
into ten categories, which are grouped as per four categories: economic, reliability, environmental, and
security. It must be taken into consideration that it may occur not all functionalities activate the benefits
defined by the EPRI Methodology due to several reasons: scope and nature of the project, particular
impact of the benefits in relation to the stakeholders involved, and difficulty to monetise some subjective
benefits such as customer satisfaction, regulation, etc.

2.3.4. Establish the baseline
The aim of this step is to establish the baseline of the project as if the smart grid project would not have
been carried out, this is the so-called Business as Usual (BaU) scenario. The EPRI methodology defines two
scenarios, scenario A reflecting the system conditions prior to the smart grid project implementation, and
scenario B consisting of the smart grid project implemented and running. The CBA will compare the
economics of deploying the smart grid project against the baseline, by measuring (quantifying) the
economic difference between scenarios A and B.

2.3.5. Monetise the benefits and identify the
beneficiaries
After mapping assets on to functionalities and functionalities on to benefits, establishing and defining the
baseline and the different scenarios, the following steps consists of gathering the corresponding output
data that has been generated. Therefore, the success of this step strongly relies on the correct collection
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of information that will enable the quantification and monetisation of the benefits. To ease this, this
section is sub-divided into sub-steps:










Identify and compile the data:
The type of data needed should be doubtless determined. The kind of data to be complied is
determined by the benefits and scenarios to be analysed and should be collected both before and
after the implementation.
Quantify the benefits:
The monetary value of the benefits can be defined as the added value (in currency units) of the
project itself versus the baseline scenario. Those added values may occur at distribution costs level,
greenhouse gas emissions, or power quality.
Monetise the benefit:
In order to be able to compare benefits that are different in nature and condition, it is necessary to
translate them into a common unit. That is expressing then in currency units.
Identify the beneficiaries:
Once benefits are estimated and monetised, it is useful to allocate them among the various parts
involved: distribution companies, customers, and other stakeholders. When feasible, JRC report
recommends undertaking the CBA for each party involved, what enables proper allocation of the
monetised benefits within the project framework.
Assess uncertainty:
After monetising benefits and identifying beneficiaries, it may be worthwhile to assess the accuracy of
the estimation made. It is important to bear in mind that the monetisation may not have the same
level of uncertainty for all benefits according to their nature and condition, for instance those that
have to do with social or environmental elements. Thus, the EPRI methodology proposes to provide
along with the monetisation some details on the precision. For this purpose, four categories are given
as per level of uncertainty: modest, significant, high-level, and impossibility of quantify uncertainty.

2.3.6. Identify and quantify the costs
Information to identify and quantify costs is anticipated to come mainly from two sources:
1) interactions with project suppliers; and
2) data from the project activity.
Besides, capital costs amortise over time. The project is to calculate the running costs as per its
accounting procedures. The costs must include only those needed for the smart grid project
implementation and should exclude taxes (energy taxes, VAT).

2.3.7. Compare costs and benefits
After estimating the costs and benefits of the project, according to the EPRI methodology many are the
methods that can be undertaken for evaluating its profitability. Some of the most usual approaches are:



Annual comparison – comparison of annual costs and benefits;
Cumulative comparison – comparison of cumulative costs and benefits;
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Net Present Value (NPV): future cash flows are discounted to determine their present value;
Benefit-cost ratio: divides total project benefits by total project costs; if the ratio is greater than
one, the project returns a net benefit.

2.4. Stage 3: Sensitivity analysis
As mentioned above, a sensitivity analysis of the main assumptions and variables of the CBA should be
undertaken. Its goal is to find out the boundary values of the variables that would lead to a positive result
of the CBA. The JRC methodology prescribes that the following variables must be considered:








Estimated growth rate of energy consumed and energy efficiency potential;
Peak load transfer;
Percentage of electricity losses at T&D level;
Estimated number of non-supplied minutes;
Value of Lost Load (VOLL);
Discount rate; and
Implementation schedule.

As part of the CBA plan, the project will assess the merits of carrying out sensitivity analysis on the above
variables as well as consider alternative sensitivities where this may be relevant to a specific
demonstration project.
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3. Description of Integrid Demonstrators
This chapter provides a description of the Integrid demonstrations covering steps 1-4 in the CBA
execution structure presented in Figure 2 above. The following sections provide a high-level overview of
each demonstration; detailed mappings of assets to functionalities and functionalities to benefits are
provided in Annexes I-III. Full descriptions of each demonstration are provided in Integrid deliverables
D3.1 (Portugal), D4.1 (Slovenia) and D5.1 (Sweden), respectively.
Step 4 of the CBA execution process involves establishing the baseline assumed for the demonstration,
and the scenario(s) tested by the demonstration. The baseline reflects the (assumed) status quo of the
smart grid in terms of network assets and smart grid solutions already in place. As per the objective of the
Integrid project, the scenario(s) involve the integrated and coordinated deployment of the baseline
solutions, with the possible addition of new solutions and further facilitative technology, to test the
potential of achieving a net benefit greater than the sum of the individual parts.

3.1. Portugal
The Portuguese Demonstration has two objectives, the enhancement of customer engagement and the
effective prediction of MV and LV grid management through the integration of other InteGrid solutions
that have been tested in other demos. For each of these objectives at least one demonstration is
deployed across the four demonstration sites in Portugal: Mafra, Alcochete, Valverde, and Caldas de
Rainha.

3.1.1. Mafra
3.1.1.1. Overview
This demo is focused on deploying a predictive MV grid management that maximizes flexibility use while
avoiding congestion and voltage problems in the grid. Flexibility is provided by different sources such as a
VPP, industrial consumers, wastewater power plant or DSO tools. Some of these flexibility sources were in
place prior the InteGrid project started.
To maximize the use and benefits from the use of flexibility, InteGrid develops a set of platforms to
integrate and coordinate the different flexibility sources. These platforms support the process of
coordinating and making available flexibility from different sources, through tasks such as information
exchange, data gathering, technical validation and decision making performed by gm-hub, ADMS, TLS and
MPOPF, respectively. Additionally, as an input for flexibility integration, this grid management process
needs to correctly characterize the future and current state of the grid which is achieved using
measurements of the grid and newly developed forecasting tools.
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3.1.1.2. Baseline and Scenario Characterisation
Baseline
The baseline for this demonstration involves new assets implemented within the scope of the Integrid
project as well as other assets already implemented in previous projects (mostly flexibility sources for the
MV grid):







Existing software: Data Lake (Hadoop), EDP Distribução’s GIS, SCADA;
Implemented hardware prior Integrid: Smart meters, AMI, substation monitorization, servers, DSOowned RTUs;
DER generation units;
DSO-owned capacitor banks;
Participating industrial consumers (load); and
Wastewater treatment plant (including RTU).2

Scenario
The Integrid scenario combines individual flexibility solutions to achieve an optimized MV grid
management. The scenario involves installation of the following assets and solutions:









The tools used for the Test Case “Predictive MV Grid Management”: Data Broker (Electric Office),
Advance DMS, GE forecast, INESC TEC forecast, MV Load Allocation, MV Forecasting Services, MPOPF
and gm-hub;
All these are considered as necessary solutions to coordinate the management of the flexibility, so
they are considered only for the scenario;
The Traffic Light System;
Hardware needed for the integration: customer-owned RTUs, transducer, servers;
TSO simulator;
Technical Virtual Power Plant; and
Commercial Virtual Power Plant.

Annexes I-III provide detailed tables listing the relevant assets and solutions forming the baseline and
scenario and linking these assets to specific functionality and the benefits they create.

3.1.1.3. High level costs and benefits
The CBA will determine the cost of new assets (introduced by Integrid) as well as changes to existing costs
(assumed to be in the Baseline), focusing on the investment and installation, as well as operation and
maintenance costs.

2

This solution can provide benefit as an independent solution (energy consumption reduction) as well as a
combined benefit (with other solutions) as a flexibility enabler.
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Table 1. Relevant Cost Items - Mafra

Mafra
Servers
Grid Market Hub (gm-hub)
User validation Platform
TSO Simulator
Advanced Distribution Management System
Load Forecast
Generation Forecast
Multi Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF)
Traffic Light System
Activation Tool (VPP)
Two streams of benefits have been identified. The first one is related to the grid constraints and quality of
service (voltage) that will be benefit from the new operation management.




The major benefit of this demo will be to comply with the voltage standards and reduce its
violations. This is associated with KP1 – Fulfilment of voltage limits. The way to monetize this
benefit will be through the penalties imposed by the regulation that can be translated to €/year
or €/kWh savings.
Another benefit is the reduction of the energy losses that can be evaluated through KPI01 (Total
active power losses cost reduction) and can be monetized by calculating the kWh gained and turn
them into €/kWh or €/year.

The second source of benefit will come from flexibility activation. Each flexibility source will have its own
mechanisms of evaluation. Summarizing, since several stakeholders are involved in the process, benefits
will be considered from their point of view:





TSO: cost savings due to flexibility activation from the competitive commercial VPP instead of
other less competitive market options (€/yr);
DSO: money savings due to flexibility activation from all the flexibility sources (€/yr) and also from
grid investment deferral;
Flexibility providers: money earnings due to flexibility sales (€/yr); and
Retailers: minimize deviations of the energy acquired in the market and actually consumed
(“portfolio optimisation”, €/yr).

Further and more detailed information about KPIs and the benefits of the demo can be found in Annex III
and Annex IV.
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3.1.2. Alcochete and Valverde
3.1.2.1. Overview
The objective of this demo is the deployment of predictive LV grid management to maximize flexibility use
avoiding congestion and voltage problems in the grid. DSO systems (capacitors banks, storage), already
engaged prosumers, flexible consumers and other systems such as public light systems are the main
sources of flexibility for Alcochete and Valverde.
Tools such as LV state estimator, LV control module and gm-hub are some of the tools developed to
integrate the different flexibility options and make viable their activation. The grid management also
relies on forecasting tools that allow to estimate de current and future state of the grid.

3.1.2.2. Baseline and Scenario Characterisation
Although there are two different demos, most of their features are common so the process will be the
same. In any case, two individual CBA will be performed.
Baseline:
The baseline for the CBA of these demos are the new assets implemented within InteGrid scope and other
assets already implemented in the scope of previous projects (mostly flexibility sources for the LV grid).
The different items that can be assessed are the following:






Prior Integrid customer engagement projects using HEMS, Energy Storage, Electric Vehicle
Station;
Already existing software: real time (existing) LV grid state estimator, Data Lake (Hadoop);
Already implemented hardware: Smart meters, AMI, substation monitorization, servers, RTUs;
MV Storage System (only for Valverde); and
LV Storage System (only for Valverde).

Scenario
The Integrid scenario combines individual flexibility solutions to achieve an optimized grid management.
To facilitate assets evaluation and its costs/benefits analysis the tools needed for the integration are the
following:






Tools used for the Test Case “Predictive MV Grid Management”: forecasting tools (load and RES),
LV Voltage Control Module, LV State Estimator, Distribution Transformer Controller and gm-hub;
All these are considered as necessary solutions to coordinate the management of the flexibility,
so they are considered only for the scenario;
Necessary hardware for the integration: smart meters, RTUs, transducer, servers;
Electric Vehicle charging station (only for Valverde); and
Public Light Control System (only for Alcochete).
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These tests are similar to the Mafra demo but applied to LV. Therefore, the sources of flexibility are
different. In this case, most of these flexibility sources have already been tested in previous projects so it
is suggested to compare the results obtained (e.g. reduction in energy consumption) with the integrated
solution (e.g. reduction of constraints and overall energy consumption reduction)
Annexes I-III provide detailed tables listing the relevant assets and solutions forming the baseline and
scenario, and linking these assets to specific functionality and the benefits they create.

3.1.2.3. High level costs and benefits
The CBA will determine the cost of new assets (introduced by Integrid) as well as changes to existing costs
(assumed to be in the Baseline), focusing on the investment and installation, as well as operation and
maintenance costs.
Table 2. Relevant Cost Items - Alcochete

Alcochete
Smart Home Appliances
Residential Thermal Storage System
Residential Energy Storage System
Residential PV System
Home Energy Management System (HEMS)
Smart Meters
Public Street Light Control System
Soft Opening Point
Secondary Substation Switchgear Sensors
Distribution Transformer Controller (DTC)
Servers
Aggregation Platform
Grid Market Hub (gm-hub)
User validation Platform
Data Lake
LV State Estimator
LV Voltage Control Module
Advanced Distribution Management System
Load Forecast
Generation Forecast
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Multi Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF)
Table 2. Relevant Cost Items - Valverde

Assets
Smart Home Appliances
Residential Thermal Storage System
Residential Energy Storage System
Residential PV System
Home Energy Management System (HEMS)
Smart Meters
LV Energy Storage System
Electrical Vehicle Charging Station
Secondary Substation Switchgear Sensors
Distribution Transformer Controller (DTC)
MV Storage System
Servers
Aggregation Platform
Grid Market Hub (gm-hub)
User validation Platform
Data Lake
LV State Estimator
LV Voltage Control Module
Advanced Distribution Management System
Load Forecast
Generation Forecast
Multi Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF)

Two streams of benefits have been identified. The first one is related to the grid constraints and quality of
service (voltage) that will be benefitted from the new operation management.


A major benefit of this demo will be a reduction the amount and size of sags and swells. This
associated with KP1 – Fulfilment of voltage limits. The way to monetize this benefit will be
through the penalties imposed by the regulation that can be translated to €/year or €/kWh.



Another benefit is the reduction of the energy losses that can be evaluated through KPI01 (Total
active power losses cost reduction) and can be monetized by calculating the kWh gained and turn
them into €/kWh or €/year.
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The second source of benefit will come from flexibility activation. Each flexibility source will have its own
mechanisms of evaluation. Summarizing, since several stakeholders are involved in the process, benefits
will be considered from their point of view:





DSO: money savings due to flexibility activation from all the flexibility sources (€/yr);
Flexibility providers: money earnings due to flexibility sales (€/yr);
Retailer: portfolio optimisation (€/yr); and
System: reduction in electricity price (€/kWh).

Further and more detailed information about KPIs and the benefits of the demo can be found in Annex III
and Annex IV.

3.1.3. Caldas de Rainha
3.1.3.1. Overview
The objective of this demo in the enhancement of customer engagement by undertaking energy efficiency
measures and/or by the provision of flexibility. The underlying objectives include reducing energy
consumption, cost of this energy and reduce peak loads. To achieve the objectives, three solutions are
deployed:




Home Energy Management Systems that automatically combine the flexibility sources (storage
system, distributed generation);
Active house systems that allow to reduce and shift the energy consumption; and
A social network platform that provides feedback on the energy use and provides
recommendations to achieve these objectives.

3.1.3.2. Baseline and Scenario Characterisation
Baseline:
For this demo a similar approach is followed. Taking advantage of the already existing solutions oriented
to increase customer engagement. The different items that can be assessed individually are listed below:



Not engaged customers; and
Previously implemented hardware: Smart meters, AMI, substation monitorization, servers, RTUs.

Scenario
The Integrid scenario combines customer engagement techniques that will help to achieve greater
flexibility and optimized grid management. The integrated solution and its tools are now listed, in order to
facilitate assets evaluation and its costs/benefits:


Engaged customers from previous projects using HEMS, Energy Storage, Electric Vehicle Station;
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Customers with active house management;
Smart home appliances;
LocalLife social network;
Aggregation of Consumers;
Externally activated flexibility (via HEMS or Active House Management); and
Hardware needed for the integration: smart meters, RTUs, transducer, servers.

3.1.3.3. High level costs and benefits
The identified costs for Caldas de Rainha demo are those related to installation and O&M costs of the
HEMS, smart home appliances and the LocalLife platform. The CBA will determine the cost of new assets
(introduced by Integrid) as well as changes to existing costs (assumed to be in the Baseline), focusing on
the investment and installation, as well as operation and maintenance costs.

Table 4. Relevant Cost Items – Caldas de Rainha

Assets
Smart Home Appliances
Residential Thermal Storage System
Residential Energy Storage System
Residential PV System
Home Energy Management System (HEMS)
Servers
Aggregation Platform
Grid Market Hub (gm-hub)
User validation Platform
LocalLife
Advanced Distribution Management System
Load Forecast
Generation Forecast
Multi Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF)
For the benefits, from the KPIs of the demo some of them will be selected and then monetized. Most of
them can be evaluated form the grid user perspective such us:


Energy efficiency: considered as energy saved in a period and eventually €/yr (also related to KPI
Self Consumption and Energy Use Reduction);
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Monthly bill cost reduction: combined with the previous KPI, analyse the bill reduction due to the
shifting of the demand. Computed in €/kWh or in €/yr (also related to the KPI Peak demand
reduction); and
Provided flexibility: sold flexibility as an income for the provider. Computed in €/kWh or in €/yr.

Some of these benefits can also be assessed from the grid management perspective, obtaining a double
benefit from them:




Ancillary services market participation: can be assessed as a better compliance with the standards
to avoid penalties (€/yr) and as energy saving due to cheaper services provided by flexibility
aggregators than other sources (€/yr).
Provided flexibility: reduction in energy purchases from other sources due to flexibility trades
(€/yr). Related to KPI energy use reduction.

Further and more detailed information about KPIs and the benefits of the demo can be found in Annex III
and Annex IV.

3.2. Slovenia
The Slovenian demonstrator is focused on testing VPP technology and distributed energy resources (DER)
flexibility for providing ancillary services to TSO, (Commercial VPP); and grid-support services to the DSO,
(Technical VPP). This also integrate technical validation of flexibility (in form of flexibility bids) by means of
Traffic Light System (TLS). The Active grid management tools provide data to the TLS as the basis for
evaluating the flexibility bids.
The Slovenian Demo is divided in two parts:
1. Business oriented part, offering the services of the DER to the mFRR market operated by the
national TSO (Commercial VPP):
This part relates to the ancillary services (which are market oriented) based on short term trading
operations (gate closure time of the market is assumed to be in the afternoon of the day before)
and the Traffic Light System. A daily market with hourly bids is being tested; and the use of
connected DER (such as prosumers and generation units) must be approved by means of the
Traffic Light System, which evaluates the flexibility bids with the data coming from load and
generation forecast modules before being sent to the ancillary service market. A second primary
use case investigates a short-term validation of mFRR activation requests (coming from the TSO)
by means of the same TLS algorithms operated by the DSO, where the requested units are
connected.
2. Management of flexibility for supporting the needs of the grid (congestion, peaks):
The Technical VVP enables aggregation of DERs to support the grid management of the DSO that
results in:
-

The optimization of peaks management and voltage and congestion management coming from
active power in the network:
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o

-

Specific troubled location - parts on the grid can be restored back to the secure and
reliable operation without the need of new investments.

Avoiding the costs for investment e.g. in reinforced power connection or new coupling
transformers only required for several hours a year.
Avoiding costs from local brownouts or short-time supply interruption, which may arise from
future regulatory rules concerning power supply quality.

3.2.1. Baseline and scenarios
Baseline
The baseline is the independent deployment of Commercial VPP:
1. Commercial VPP delivering services to the TSO through the aggregation of DER generation
connected to the network:
o Participation of a VPP system, operated by power trader, aggregator or retailer, in the
ancillary services market of a TSO. The mFRR services are considered in the scope of this
functionality. No TLS and no automated communications with DSO.

Scenario 1
The commercial VPP working as a server-based solution that aggregates the DER capacities connected to
the network for enhanced flexibility exploitation and enabling the trading in the open market. In addition,
the VVP is combined with the traffic light system (TLS) for activation of flexibility products, enhanced
network operation. To make everything possible it is also necessary that all these functions are combined
with ahead operational planning based on load and generation forecasts algorithms.
1. Traffic Light system for the management of flexibility bids by evaluating them based on electrical
constraints of the grid.
o The evaluation of the activation of flexibility products from DER resources located in the
distribution grid. TLS is owned and operated by the DSO.
o Close to real time, TSO calculates the volume of mFRR balancing energy he needs in order
to restore the frequency of the system and selects the bids in order to meet the total
volume of balancing energy (based on the merit order curve). This information is analysed
by TLS in the DSO in terms of impact in the distribution grid.
2. Ahead operational planning of MV distribution network for pre-book of flexibility and providing
the necessary data to the TLS for evaluation the flexibility bids.
o Load forecasting DSO system for MV networks.
o Renewable generation DSO forecasting system for MV networks.
o MV Load Allocation.
o MV Multi-Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF).
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Scenario 2
Creation of the Technical VPP, with same assets in use by Commercial VPP (not in use at the same time by
both VPPs) and other assets located where grid voltage problems are more likely to occur, delivering
service to DSO for managing flexibility and avoiding grid voltage or congestion problems. In order to
assess the required activations, from the Technical VPP, the DSO needs the following functions of the
ADMS system implemented (similar to those used for the TLS):





Load forecasting DSO system for MV networks.
Renewable generation DSO forecasting system for MV networks.
MV Load Allocation.
MV Multi-Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF).

It is assumed that regulation rules will be modified in a way that the DSO is able to reimburse the flexible
services to the DER asset owners.
Scenario 3
Commercial and Technical VPP operated in parallel, aggregating DER resources in the grid for delivering
mFRR services to TSO and allowing the DSO the access to flexibility for management of voltage or
congestion problems in the grid. It must be considered that flexible DERs can only work for one purpose
(DSO or TSO) but not provide both services in parallel. The service to the DSO has priority against the TSO
service. E.g. if a distribution grid branch is in red phase, then the TSO cannot order flexibility activation
from DERs that would worsen the situation, but the DSO can order flexibility activation to maintain
distribution grid operation stability.
It is assumed that regulation rules will be modified in a way that the DSO is able to reimburse the flexible
services to the DER asset owners.

3.2.2. High level costs and benefits
1. Commercial VPP
The costs of the Commercial VPP are those related to the installation and operation3 and
maintenance of the infrastructure around the commercial VPP, in the table below:

Figure 3 Relevant Cost items - Commercial VPP

Assets
Automated communications to DSO
Traffic Light System (TLS)
Servers
3

In terms of CBA, operational costs of the VVP consider whether the VPP is and investment or a SaaS.
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MDM system
Grid Market Hub (gm-hub)
RTUs
Time series database platform
Flexibility Forecast platform
Price forecasting platform
Bid optimization platform
Ancillary service market platform
p/f controller
TSO simulator

The main identified benefits related to the Commercial VPP are the following:




Cheaper ancillary services for the TSO measured in €/yr.
Lower grid tariffs on transmission level measured in €/Kw.
Faster integration of more renewable generation resources, that implies more DER aggregated in
shorter time, therefore the available flexibility in the grid is increased.

2. Technical VPP
Costs of the Technical VPP come from the installation and O4&M costs of the assets around the
infrastructure of the technical VPP, in the table below:
Figure 4 Relevant cost items - Technical VPP

Assets
Cloud solutions
cyberGRID servers
Controllable loads
Smart Meters
RTU
MDM system
Smart Metering Databases
Time series database
2 lithium titanate batteries (11kW)
Power electronics (inverters)
2 electric vehicle charging stations (EVCS)
4

In terms of CBA, operational costs of the VVP consider whether VVP is and investment or a SaaS.
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Storage algorithm
RTU
SCADA system
HV/MV substation transformers
Capacitor Banks
Load forecasting DSO system
Renewable generation DSO forecasting
MV Load Allocation
MV Multi-Period Optimal Power Flow
(MPOPF)
Traffic Light System
Flexibility forecasting
Price Forecasting
Bid optimization
Ancillary service market
p/f controller
TSO simulator

The identified benefits related to the Technical VPP are the following:





Avoidance of extra investments on the grid infrastructure or deferral of investments in the grid
that are monetized in €/year.
Due to the avoidance of extra investments of deferral of investments, more efficient power
supply is delivered in general (Kwh) and in particular to lower tariffs (€/Kw) for customers.
Avoidance of fines to the DSO due to improved Quality of Supply (€/Kw).
Increase of national economics due to the increased production that come from the reduction of
blackouts due to the increased quality of supply (€/yr).

Annexes I-III provide detailed tables listing the relevant assets and solutions forming the baseline and
scenario and linking these assets to specific functionality and the benefits they create.
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3.3. Sweden
The Swedish demonstrator is focused on increasing consumer engagement and enhancing grid reliability
using different technologies. Its scope is divided into two parts:
1. Demand side:
Aims to test automated-demand response and user-demand response solutions, making use of
technologies such as Home Automation System, in-home displays (Active House), and the
achievement of long-term user engagement within a local social environment provided by a social
network (LocalLife).
2. Grid side:
Pursues the enhancement of preventive maintenance and the optimization of fault location
detection. Through a new predictive maintenance model, predictions and health diagnosis of
assets will be improved. This better understanding of the grid assets will enable to increase
reliability, avoid fatal errors, reduce maintenance cost, and to avoid any unnecessary local
maintenance test. With regards to fault location, a new process is to be developed to provide
faster and reliable detection of outages, location and isolation of faulted circuits, and their
restoration and repair.

3.3.1. Baseline and scenarios
Two baselines are defined according to the two parts this demo is split into, the grid side and the demand
side:
Baseline 1:
Passive customers with the basic smart meter infrastructure deployed in the past, constitutes the
common element of the demand side solutions. This asset by itself enables basically to gather accurate
consumption data and facilitate precise billing and will be the baseline of the CBA to be conducted.
Baseline 2:
Distribution assets such as grid substations and overhead cables, and the standard maintenance and fault
location plans that are conducted by Ellevio, can be considered as the baseline against which the
enhanced preventive maintenance strategy fault location process can be compared.
In accordance with the baselines, two scenarios are defined:
Scenario 1 – demand side:
This scenario is composed of the solutions that are supported by the basic smart meter infrastructure
running together. This aims customers to reduce energy consumption, energy bills, carbon emissions, and
to shift peak loads, which in turn will also increase grid reliability by introducing some flexibility. Two
solutions are tested:
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a. Automated demand response solution:
The main element of this case is the so called Smart living automation control – Tingco Box, already
installed, which is a HEMS that allows to schedule e.g. the washing machine to run during off-peak
hours or charge an EV during that time. This solution is highly sub-metered and controlled (Explicit
Demand Response).
b. Users demand response solution:
Instead of involving automation and control, the demand response will come from the users
(Implicit Demand Response). It will be used a social context to promote and analyse user
engagement, LocalLife.
Scenario 2 – grid side:
This scenario will be the improved preventive maintenance developed and the new fault location and
outage detection process. It will define optimal repair actions for unplanned outages based on pre-fault
data collected from sensors and smart meter infrastructure, remote equipment diagnostics, historical
data collected from smart secondary substations and from previous interventions. Besides, the
development of the improved maintenance strategy will make use of big-data analytics with data from
sensors mounted on substations, historical diagnostics data, performed maintenance, and past
interventions.

3.3.2. High level costs and benefits
The CBA will determine the cost of new assets (introduced by Integrid) as well as changes to existing costs
(assumed to be in the Baseline), focusing on the investment and installation, as well as operation and
maintenance costs. The relevant cost items are listed below.
Table 5. Relevant Cost Items - Sweden

Assets
Smart meters, Smart House
Active house (household end-user HMI)
Home Energy Management System:
- Tingco Cloud
- Tingco Box (Smart Living automation control)
- HEMS – INESC TEC to be deployed
Locallife (social network)
smart phone application
Egreement
Sensors on cables and overhead lines
Fault detectors
RTUs
DMS/SCADA (fault location tool available in the DMS
and a HMI)
Sensors located in/on transformers
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Predictive maintenance tool (SAP suite) and a HMI
Concerning the benefits, from the KPIs of the demo some of them will be selected and then monetized.
Two streams of benefits have been identified. The first one is related to the grid-side solution, its
constraints, quality of service, and equipment maintenance that will benefit from the new operation
management. The way to monetize these benefits will be through:






SAIDI improvement: duration of outages. Avoidance of penalties that can be translated into €/min
savings.
SAIFI improvement: number of interruptions of power supply. Avoidance of penalties can be
finally translated into €/year savings.
ENS improvement. It accounts for energy not Supply (€/year savings)
Mean time between failures of every equipment considering its life-time stage (€/year savings)
Maintenance costs reduction due to new preventive maintenance strategy (€/year)

The second source of benefit will come from the demand-side. The demand response solutions will have
its own mechanisms of evaluation. Some of the most important benefits will come through:




Reduction of energy use comparing with the baseline situation (€/year)
Reduction of peak load comparing with the pattern before the implementation (€/year)
Load shift related to previous behavior (€/year)

For a more detailed description of the KPIs, please refer to ANNEX IV of this document.
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4. CBA Plan
4.1. Current status of the CBA
In developing the basis for the CBA and the delivery plan going forward, some parts of the CBA process as
set out in the JRC methodology have already been completed. Figure 3 below provides an overview of the
current status of the CBA, with RAG indicators to show which elements have been completed (green), are
in progress (amber) and have yet to commence (red).

Figure 5: Integrid CBA Status

As Figure 3 shows, steps 1-4 of the cost-benefit analysis (stage 2 in the JRC Framework) have been carried
out and presented in this document, with step 5 having commenced through an initial identification of
relevant (metrics for) costs and benefits. Stages 1 (Define Boundary conditions) and 3 (Sensitivity Analysis)
of the JRC CBA framework have yet to commence.
Going forward in 2019 and 2020, the CBA process will look to the remaining steps highlighted in amber
and red. Section 4.2 provides the timeline and milestones to carry out the CBA in the remainder of the
Integrid project period.
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4.2. Timeline and Milestones
Figure 4 below provides an overview of the anticipated timeline to deliver the CBA, broken down into the
main underlying activities to be completed.
The overall process is expected to be completed by March 2020 to maximize the potential use of data
coming from the demonstration projects. The process includes the delivery of Integrid Milestone 8 (“M8”)
in August 2019, by which time a base case CBA needs to be completed and approved. Delivery of M8 will
also kick off the process of performing sensitivity analyses from September 2019 until April 2020. Project
reporting is foreseen for August 2019, to deliver a brief interim report on M8, as well as for Q2 2020, to
deliver the full Integrid CBA report.
Month
Project Month
T7.2: CBA Process Detail
Define boundary conditions & set parameters
Perform CBA
- Monetise benefits and identify beneficiaries
- Quantify costs
- Compare costs and benefits
Perform Sensitivity Analysis
Reporting
T8.2: Technical SRA
T8.3: Economic SRA

Jan-19 Feb-19 Mar-19 Apr-19 May-19 Jun-19 Jul-19 Aug-19 Sep-19 Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19 Jan-20 Feb-20 Mar-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
M8

M10
M10

Figure 6: Integrid CBA Timeline

Section 4.3 provides some detailed considerations in aligning work packages 7 and 8, as well as more
general considerations for the delivery of different steps in the CBA process.

4.3. Next Steps
4.3.1. Define boundary conditions & set parameters
In Q1 2019, boundary conditions will be defined to reflect local economic, market and physical
circumstances pertaining to each demonstration area (country). This step will involve collection of existing
data from each of the demonstration projects, supplemented by desk-based research and analysis into
economic and market data.
From a practical perspective, during this stage of the CBA, the basis of the CBA models will be developed
in Microsoft Excel to facilitate the core CBA analysis, which will resume in March 2019 to carry out steps
5-7 from Figure 3 above.

4.3.2. Perform Cost-benefit Analysis
Over the course of this stage the skeleton models will be refined to reflect the precise circumstances of
each demonstration project, and initial dummy variables will be replaced by either actual data coming
from the demonstrations, or simulated data from Integrid WP8 (scalability and replicability analysis; SRA).
As an interim objective, Integrid Milestone M8 requires a base case CBA to be completed and approved.
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At present, given that detailed planning for all Integrid demonstrations is ongoing, the exact CBA (which
demonstration, country) to be completed as M8 has yet to be decided. This will be decided in Q1 2019
and the selected demonstration will serve as a blueprint for all remaining CBAs to be completed by March
2020.
For completeness, Figure 4 also shows Integrid milestone 10 (“M10”) to be completed in December 2019,
reflecting the completion of the technical and economic SRA. It is anticipated that the CBA process will
feed into the economic SRA through quantification of costs and benefits. Conversely, the economic SRA
can feed into the CBA process through simulation of benefits that may not be assessed in the
demonstration projects.


The economic SRA of WP8 will involve assessment of costs related to the implementation of the
solutions tested in the demonstrations (e.g. equipment costs, software costs and labour costs
(installation and O&M).



A key consideration for the economic analysis of the demonstrations is that, due to their limited
duration and scope, not all potential benefits of the technologies to be tested may be captured. This
may result in an undervaluation of the economic potential of the concepts tested and therefore could
undermine the CBA analysis. To overcome this limitation, the technical SRA (WP8) will inform the
economic SRA in terms of functional analysis adjusted to the scale and scope of the pilots. This will
inform sets of HLUCs developed in the economic SRA to simulate demonstration benefits to fill any
gaps in the CBA analysis.

The precise timing of these interactions will vary depending on when cost information is available from
the demonstrations as well as when the economic SRA will have completed simulations. In any case, the
SRA will need all cost information in time to complete Integrid M10 by December 2019 – indicating also
that all relevant simulations should be available to the CBA by January 2020 at the latest. To ensure a
smooth process, the Integrid project will ensure WP7 and WP8 are closely coordinated throughout 2019.

4.3.3. Sensitivity Analysis
Based on the timeline provided in Figure 4, the sensitivity analysis will commence following completion of
Integrid Milestone M8, at which point at least one base case CBA will be completed and all other CBAs will
be at various stages of development. As highlighted in section 2.4, in carrying out the CBA analysis the
project will consider the merits of carrying out sensitivity analysis on the specific variables highlighted in
the JRC methodology, as well as consider alternative sensitivities where this may be relevant to a specific
demonstration project. For instance, we can consider different rates of customer engagement for the
demonstrations in Sweden and/or Portugal, or different operational assumptions for certain technologies
in Slovenia and/or Portugal.
As an additional way of assessing informed and relevant sensitivities, DNV GL will undertake further
analyses with its IBSM (Imbalance Based System Management) model. The IBSM model can evaluate the
operational effectiveness of flexibility technology or solutions, varying from batteries to the operation
method of power generators or the effect of demand side management. Algorithms that are being used
to manage flexibility generating technology or measures can be fed into the model and the effect of such
algorithms can be calculated based on historical price data. So, for instance the effect of the
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implementation of a battery storage device in an existing grid, which is operated on the basis of
imbalance commodity prices can be evaluated.
The IBSM model can be tuned to the specific performance of actual technology and characteristics
thereof, to simulate real life operation and performance of this technology under the specific
circumstances and characteristics of each demonstration. After implementing the specific characteristics
of the technology applied, the effect can be calculated based on historical data for demand, supply and
prices, so the expected economic value of the technology can be assessed. In collaboration with the
demonstrations and WP8, we will use the model to explore sensitivities in the deployment of
technologies and measures to identify the potential to increase their economic outcome.
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functionalities
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PORTUGAL
Mafra
Asset

Type

Auxiliary Metering Equipment

HW

Servers
Grid Market Hub (gm-hub)
User validation Platform

HW
SW
SW

Data Lake

SW

Virtual Power Plant Platform

SW

TSO Simulator

SW

Advanced Distribution Management System

SW

Load Forecast
Generation Forecast

SW
SW

Multi Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF)

SW

Traffic Light System
Activation Tool

SW
SW

Function
Auxiliary metering equipment that will act as the client - VPP interface, will provide
metering, supervision and client availability
Project computational infrastructure
Market platform
DSO platform for user validation used to validate the gm-hub as a DSO client
Platform where EDP will make available all the DSO needed information for the project /
Interface with gm-hub and ADMS
MV and HV client aggregation to provide flexibility services to the grid (commercial and
technical VPP) / Interface with gm-hub
Simulated booking of flexibility for mFRR
Project grid management tool to display grid condition, available market flexibility,
forecast and run power flows
Load forecast based on historical data
Generation forecast based on weather condition forecast
Optimal power flow computation tool that assess the optimal solution for a defined time
period / Considers available gm-hub flexibility to solve constraints
Signal market restrictions based on computation of grid power flows
Tool used to activate VPP flexibility based on MPOPF output

Baseline
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

D7.3 - Basis for the cost-benefit analysis
Alcochete
Asset

Type

Smart Home Appliances
Residential Thermal Storage System
Residential Energy Storage System
Residential PV System

HW
HW
HW
HW

Home Energy Management System (HEMS)

HW

Smart Meters

HW

Public Street Light Control System

HW

Soft Opening Point (not decide yet if in scope)

HW

Secondary Substation Switchgear Sensors

HW

Distribution Transformer Controller (DTC)

HW

Servers
Aggregation Platform
Grid Market Hub (gm-hub)
User validation Platform

HW
SW
SW
SW

Data Lake

SW

LV State Estimator

SW

LV Voltage Control Module

SW

Advanced Distribution Management System

SW

Load Forecast
Generation Forecast

SW
SW

Multi Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF)

SW
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Function
Residential flexibility source
Residential flexibility source
Residential flexibility source
Residential energy source
Residential Equipment Control and Management System / Interface with Aggregation
Platform or Direct interface with gm-hub
DSO metering equipment that collects costumer load diagram and voltage profile every
15min
LV grid flexibility source (controlled by the DSO)
LV grid flexibility source (controlled by the DSO) control the power flow between two
interconnected secondary substations
Sensor installed under the project scope to assess project's impact on LV grid
Secondary substation control unit / Collects the smart meters data and sends it to DSO
central platform / Will run LV control algorithms
Project computational infrastructure
Platform that aggregates clients flexibility and provide that to the market as a service
Market platform
DSO platform for user validation used to validate the gm-hub as a DSO client
Platform where EDP will make available all the DSO needed information for the project /
Interface with gm-hub and ADMS
Estimates grid state based on forecast and measurements
Control mode implemented on the DTC for voltage control on the LV grid / Has interface
with gm-hub
Project grid management tool to display grid condition, available market flexibility,
forecast and run power flows
Load forecast based on historical data
Generation forecast based on weather condition forecast
Optimal power flow computation tool that assess the optimal solution for a defined time
period / Considers available gm-hub flexibility to solve constraints
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Baseline
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
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Valverde
Asset

Type

Function

Smart Home Appliances
Residential Thermal Storage System
Residential Energy Storage System
Residential PV System

HW
HW
HW
HW

Home Energy Management System (HEMS)

HW

Smart Meters

HW

LV Energy Storage System
Electrical Vehicle Charging Station
Secondary Substation Switchgear Sensors

HW
HW
HW

Distribution Transformer Controller (DTC)

HW

MV Storage System
Servers
Aggregation Platform
Grid Market Hub (gm-hub)
User validation Platform

HW
HW
SW
SW
SW

Data Lake

SW

LV State Estimator

SW

LV Voltage Control Module

SW

Advanced Distribution Management System

SW

Load Forecast
Generation Forecast

SW
SW

Multi Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF)

SW

Residential flexibility source
Residential flexibility source
Residential flexibility source
Residential energy source
Residential Equipment Control and Management System / Interface with Aggregation
Platform or Direct interface with gm-hub
DSO metering equipment that collects costumer load diagram and voltage profile every
15min
LV grid flexibility source (controlled by the DSO)
LV grid flexibility source (controlled by the DSO)
Sensor installed under the project scope to assess project's impact on LV grid
Secondary substation control unit / Collects the smart meters data and sends it to DSO
central platform / Will run LV control algorithms
MV grid flexibility source (controlled by the DSO)
Project computational infrastructure
Platform that aggregates clients flexibility and provide that to the market as a service
Market platform
DSO platform for user validation used to validate the gm-hub as a DSO client
Platform where EDP will make available all the DSO needed information for the project
/ Interface with gm-hub and ADMS
Estimates grid state based on forecast and measurements
Control mode implemented on the DTC for voltage control on the LV grid / Has
interface with gm-hub
Project grid management tool to display grid condition, available market flexibility,
forecast and run power flows
Load forecast based on historical data
Generation forecast based on weather condition forecast
Optimal power flow computation tool that assess the optimal solution for a defined
time period / Considers available gm-hub flexibility to solve constraints
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Baseline
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
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Caldas de Rainha
Asset

Type

Smart Home Appliances
Residential Thermal Storage System
Residential Energy Storage System
Residential PV System

HW
HW
HW
HW

Home Energy Management System (HEMS)

HW

Smart Meters

HW

Secondary Substation Switchgear Sensors
Servers
Aggregation Platform
Grid Market Hub (gm-hub)
User validation Platform

HW
HW
SW
SW
SW

Data Lake

SW

Localife

SW

Advanced Distribution Management System

SW

Load Forecast
Generation Forecast

SW
SW

Multi Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF)

SW
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Function
Residential flexibility source
Residential flexibility source
Residential flexibility source
Residential energy source
Residential Equipment Control and Management System / Interface with Aggregation
Platform or Direct interface with gm-hub
DSO metering equipment that collects costumer load diagram and voltage profile every
15min
Sensor installed under the project scope to assess project's impact on LV grid
Project computational infrastructure
Platform that aggregates clients flexibility and provide that to the market as a service
Market platform
DSO platform for user validation used to validate the gm-hub as a DSO client
Platform where EDP will make available all the DSO needed information for the project /
Interface with gm-hub and ADMS
Project Social Network
Project grid management tool to display grid condition, available market flexibility,
forecast and run power flows
Load forecast based on historical data
Generation forecast based on weather condition forecast
Optimal power flow computation tool that assess the optimal solution for a defined time
period / Considers available gm-hub flexibility to solve constraints
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SLOVENIA
Assets
Cloud solutions
cyberGRID servers

Type
Function
Baseline
Platform Grid and Market hub
Yes
HW
Commercial and Technical VPP Yes

Controllable loads
Smart Meters

HW
HW

Active grid management
No
Active grid management/
Yes
Commercial and Technical VPP

RTU

HW

Yes

MDM system
Smart Metering Databases
Time series database
2 lithium titanate batteries (11kW)
Power electronics (inverters)
two electric vehicle charging stations (EVCS)
Storage algorithm
RTU

Platform
Platform
Platform
HW
HW
HW
SW
HW

SCADA system
HV/MV substation transformers
Capacitor banks

Platform
HW
HW

optical communcation links
Load forecasting DSO system
Renewable generation DSO forecasting

HW
Platform
Platform

Active grid management/
Commercial and Technical VPP
Commercial and Technical VPP
Active grid management
Commercial and Technical VPP
Active grid management
Active grid management
Active grid management
Active grid management
Active grid management/
Commercial and Technical VPP
Active grid management
Active grid management
Active grid management/
Commercial and Technical VPP
Active grid management
Active grid management
Active grid management

MV Load Allocation
MV Multi-Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF)
Traffic Light System
Flexibility Forecasting

Platform
SW
Platform
Platform

Active grid management
Active grid management
Commercial and Technical VPP
Commercial and Technical VPP

No
No
Yes
Yes
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GIS
Controllable loads

Platform Commercial and Technical VPP
HW
Active grid management,
Commercial and Technical VPP
3 x 1MW motor, steam turbine
HW
Commercial and Technical VPP
Motors
HW
Commercial and Technical VPP
Diesel generator
HW
Commercial and Technical VPP
Pumps
HW
Commercial and Technical VPP
Air conditioning heating
HW
Commercial and Technical VPP
Gas engines
HW
Commercial and Technical VPP
Heating devices
HW
Commercial and Technical VPP
Different types and sizes of the devices, which can be used as a flexibility providing tools HW
Price Forecasting
Platform Commercial and Technical VPP
Bid optimization
Platform Commercial and Technical VPP
Ancillary service market
Platform Commercial and Technical VPP
p/f controller
Platform Commercial and Technical VPP
TSO simulator
Platform Commercial and Technical VPP

InteGrid

GA 731218
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

SWEDEN

Asset
Smart meters, Smart House

Description
Metering equipment that collects costumer load diagram and voltage profile

Smart meters, Locallife

Metering equipment that collects costumer load diagram and voltage profile

AMI Head End

Hardware capable of receiving metering data from the field. Interface Server
node between the RTU and the Meter Data Management Database (controls and
monitors the communication to the smart meters).

Communications: equipment and technologies
for information transmission
Active house (household end-user HMI)

Home Energy Management System:
- Tingco Cloud
- Tingco Box (Smart Living automation control)
- HEMS – INESC TEC to be deployed

Project Infrastructure
Residential Equipment for control and management

Baseline / Scenario
Scenario
Baseline

Baseline
Baseline
Scenario

- Hardware device that connects all type of on-premises machines and devices
over the Internet, allowing their control, monitoring and management. It
communicates with the smart meters in order to collect metering data.
- Platform that enables the interaction between the SmartLiving Automation
control and the client, enabling the communication of energy, temperature and
other measures and providing the customer with the capability to control the
connected devices.
Scenario

Several devices (smart clotheswasher, smart
clothes dryer, ovens stoves…)
Smart plugs

Residential flexibility source

Customer energy data management database

Project Infrastructure

Locallife (social network)
smart phone application

Baseline

Platform that enables the interaction of the LocalLife social network with its
users and with the DSO’s databases that provide consumption data.

Baseline

Scenario

D7.3 - Basis for the cost-benefit analysis

Third-party owned and operated platform which provides a service for signing
and storing digital agreements.

Egreement
Energy Database (Meter Data Management
Database)
Sensors on cables and overhead lines
Fault detectors

Relational database that stores, processes, and aggregates energy data from
households and price and environmental DSO signals and communicates it to the
LocalLife platform.
Baseline
Project Infrastructure
Scenario
Project Infrastructure
Scenario
System that provides the functionalities for monitoring and controlling the
distribution grid from a centralized location. It has interfaces to other
components (forecasting systems, Technical VPP system orchestration
environment, DRMS, etc).

DSO Systems, SCADA historical data

Distribution domain: substation device that establishes the communication with
smart meters in order to collect the LV and MV metering, fault detection-related
and DER data and communicate it, in a concentrated format, to the AMI Head
End, OMS and SCADA/DMS. Enables the remote configuration of field devices.

RTUs

Database that stores information regarding DSO’s assets (network) and
respective details (location, serial number, status, maintenance history, etc.),
providing asset-related reports to the operator.

Asset management database

GIS Database

DMS/SCADA (fault location tool available in the
DMS and a HMI)
Work Order Management System (part of the
DMS)

Baseline

Scenario

Baseline

Database composed by geographical data. Information System which manages a
geo-referenced inventory of the network assets of the DSO. It usually provides
the master source geospatial data of the electrical network to other systems (i.e.
the DMS).
Baseline
System that enables an efficient identification of an outage and assists in
restoring the power. It also generates and reports historical outages-related
information.
Scenario
Project Infrastructure

Baseline

Outage statistics actual and historical, concerned
customers and ENS
Repair process with timestamps
InteGrid

Scenario

GA 731218

Baseline
Baseline
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Primary substation
Secondary substation
Sensors located in/on transformers
Predictive maintenance tool (SAP suite) and a
HMI

Distribution assets
Distribution assets
Project Infrastructure

Baseline
Baseline
Scenario
Scenario

Asset management database (Historical
diagnostics data, performed maintenance,
previous interventions)

Project Infrastructure
Database that stores information regarding DSO’s assets (network) and
respective details (location, serial number, status, maintenance history, etc.),
providing asset-related reports to the operator.

Ambient temperature sensors

Project Infrastructure

InteGrid

GA 731218
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Baseline
Baseline

MAFRA

Assets

Smart Meters
Auxiliary Metering Equipment
Servers
Grid Market Hub (gm-hub)
User validation Platform
Data Lake
Virtual Power Plant Platform
TSO Simulator
Advanced Distribution Management System
Load Forecast
Generation Forecast
Multi Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF)
Traffic Light System
Activation Tool
Integrate users with new
requirements
Enhancing efficiency in day-to-day grid
operation

16. Solutions for demand response for
system security in the required time

15. System security assessment and
management of remedies

13. Intermittent sources of generation to
contribute to system security

12. Operation schemes for voltage/current
control

11. Allow grid users and aggregators to
participate in ancillary services market

9. Identification of technical and nontechnical losses by power flow analysis
10. Frequent information exchange on
actual active/reactive
generation/consumption

8. Improve monitoring of network assets

7. Enhance monitoring and observability of
grids down to low voltage levels

6. Enhance monitoring and control of power
flows and voltages

5. Automated fault identification/ grid
reconfiguration, reducing outage times

4. Update network performance data on
continuity of supply and voltage quality

3. Use of network control systems for
network purposes

2. Facilitate the use of the grid for the users
at all voltages/locations

1. Facilitate connections at all
voltages/locations for any kind of devices

Annex II Mapping assets to functionalities

PORTUGAL

Ensuring network security, system
control and quality of supply

MAFRA

InteGrid

Assets

GA 731218
Better planning of
future network
investment

Smart Meters
Auxiliary Metering Equipment
Servers
Grid Market Hub (gm-hub)
User validation Platform
Data Lake
Virtual Power Plant Platform
TSO Simulator
Advanced Distribution Management System
Load Forecast
Generation Forecast
Multi Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF)
Traffic Light System
Activation Tool
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Improving market functioning and customer service

32. Improve information on energy sources
33. Availability of individual continuity of supply
and voltage quality indicators

31. Improve energy usage information

30. Consumption/ injection data and price signals
by different means

29. Remote management of meters

28. Sufficient frequency of meter reading

27. Improve customer level reporting in the case
of interruptions

26. Provide grid users with individual advance
notice of planned interruptions

24. Improvement to industry systems (for
settlement, system balance, scheduling)
25. Support the adoption of intelligent home/
facilities automation and smart devices

23. Open platform (grid infrastructure) for EV
recharge purposes

22. Facilitate consumer participation in the
electricity market

21. Participation of virtual power plants and
aggregators in the electricity market

20. Participation of all connected generators in
the electricity market

19. Additional information on grid quality and
consumption by metering for planning

18. Improve asset management and replacement
strategies

17. Better models of Distributed Generation,
storage, flexible loads, ancillary services

D7.3 - Basis for the cost-benefit analysis

More direct involvement of customers
in their energy usage

Alcochete and Valverde

InteGrid

Assets

GA 731218
Integrate users with new
requirements

Smart Home Appliances
Residential Thermal Storage System
Residential Energy Storage System
Residential PV System
Home Energy Management System (HEMS)
Smart Meters
LV Energy Storage System
Electrical Vehicle Charging Station
Public Street Light Control System
Soft Opening Point
Secondary Substation Switchgear Sensors
Distribution Transformer Controller (DTC)
MV Storage System
Servers
Aggregation Platform
Grid Market Hub (gm-hub)
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Enhancing efficiency in day-to-day grid
operation

16. Solutions for demand response for system
security in the required time

15. System security assessment and management
of remedies

13. Intermittent sources of generation to
contribute to system security

12. Operation schemes for voltage/current
control

11. Allow grid users and aggregators to
participate in ancillary services market

10. Frequent information exchange on actual
active/reactive generation/consumption

9. Identification of technical and non-technical
losses by power flow analysis

8. Improve monitoring of network assets

7. Enhance monitoring and observability of grids
down to low voltage levels

6. Enhance monitoring and control of power
flows and voltages

5. Automated fault identification/ grid
reconfiguration, reducing outage times

4. Update network performance data on
continuity of supply and voltage quality

3. Use of network control systems for network
purposes

2. Facilitate the use of the grid for the users at all
voltages/locations

1. Facilitate connections at all voltages/locations
for any kind of devices

D7.3 - Basis for the cost-benefit analysis

Ensuring network security, system
control and quality of supply

Alcochete and Valverde

Assets

InteGrid
GA 731218
Better planning of
future network
investment

Smart Home Appliances
Residential Thermal Storage System
Residential Energy Storage System
Residential PV System
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Improving market functioning and customer service

32. Improve information on energy sources
33. Availability of individual continuity of supply
and voltage quality indicators

31. Improve energy usage information

30. Consumption/ injection data and price signals
by different means

29. Remote management of meters

28. Sufficient frequency of meter reading

27. Improve customer level reporting in the case
of interruptions

26. Provide grid users with individual advance
notice of planned interruptions

24. Improvement to industry systems (for
settlement, system balance, scheduling)
25. Support the adoption of intelligent home/
facilities automation and smart devices

23. Open platform (grid infrastructure) for EV
recharge purposes

22. Facilitate consumer participation in the
electricity market

21. Participation of virtual power plants and
aggregators in the electricity market

20. Participation of all connected generators in
the electricity market

19. Additional information on grid quality and
consumption by metering for planning

18. Improve asset management and replacement
strategies

17. Better models of Distributed Generation,
storage, flexible loads, ancillary services

D7.3 - Basis for the cost-benefit analysis

User validation Platform
Data Lake
LV State Estimator
LV Voltage Control Module
Advanced Distribution Management System
Load Forecast
Generation Forecast
Multi Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF)
Localife

More direct involvement of customers
in their energy usage

D7.3 - Basis for the cost-benefit analysis
Home Energy Management System (HEMS)
Smart Meters
LV Energy Storage System
Electrical Vehicle Charging Station
Public Street Light Control System
Soft Opening Point
Secondary Substation Switchgear Sensors
Distribution Transformer Controller (DTC)
MV Storage System
Servers
Aggregation Platform
Grid Market Hub (gm-hub)
User validation Platform
Data Lake
LV State Estimator
LV Voltage Control Module
Advanced Distribution Management System
Load Forecast
Generation Forecast
Multi Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF)
Localife

InteGrid

GA 731218
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Caldas de Rainha

InteGrid

Assets

GA 731218
Integrate users with new
requirements

Smart Home Appliances
Residential Thermal Storage System
Residential Energy Storage System
Residential PV System
Home Energy Management System (HEMS)
Smart Meters
Secondary Substation Switchgear Sensors
Servers
Aggregation Platform
Grid Market Hub (gm-hub)
User validation Platform
Data Lake
Localife
Advanced Distribution Management System
Load Forecast
Generation Forecast
Multi Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF)
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Enhancing efficiency in day-to-day grid
operation

16. Solutions for demand response for system
security in the required time

15. System security assessment and management
of remedies

13. Intermittent sources of generation to
contribute to system security

12. Operation schemes for voltage/current
control

11. Allow grid users and aggregators to
participate in ancillary services market

10. Frequent information exchange on actual
active/reactive generation/consumption

9. Identification of technical and non-technical
losses by power flow analysis

8. Improve monitoring of network assets

7. Enhance monitoring and observability of grids
down to low voltage levels

6. Enhance monitoring and control of power
flows and voltages

5. Automated fault identification/ grid
reconfiguration, reducing outage times

4. Update network performance data on
continuity of supply and voltage quality

3. Use of network control systems for network
purposes

2. Facilitate the use of the grid for the users at all
voltages/locations

1. Facilitate connections at all voltages/locations
for any kind of devices

D7.3 - Basis for the cost-benefit analysis

Ensuring network security, system
control and quality of supply

Caldas de Rainha

InteGrid

Assets

GA 731218

Better planning of future network
investment

Smart Home Appliances
Residential Thermal Storage System
Residential Energy Storage System
Residential PV System
Home Energy Management System (HEMS)
Smart Meters
Secondary Substation Switchgear Sensors
Servers
Aggregation Platform
Grid Market Hub (gm-hub)
User validation Platform
Data Lake
Localife
Advanced Distribution Management System
Load Forecast
Generation Forecast
Multi Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF)
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Improving market functioning and
customer service

33. Availability of individual continuity of
supply and voltage quality indicators

32. Improve information on energy sources

31. Improve energy usage information

30. Consumption/ injection data and price
signals by different means

29. Remote management of meters

28. Sufficient frequency of meter reading

27. Improve customer level reporting in the
case of interruptions

26. Provide grid users with individual
advance notice of planned interruptions

home/ facilities automation and smart
devices

24. Improvement to industry systems (for
scheduling)
balance,
settlement,
the adoption
25. Support system
of intelligent

23. Open platform (grid infrastructure) for
EV recharge purposes

22. Facilitate consumer participation in the
electricity market

21. Participation of virtual power plants and
aggregators in the electricity market

20. Participation of all connected
generators in the electricity market

19. Additional information on grid quality
and consumption by metering for planning

18. Improve asset management and
replacement strategies

17. Better models of Distributed
Generation, storage, flexible loads, ancillary
services

D7.3 - Basis for the cost-benefit analysis

More direct involvement of customers
in their energy usage

InteGrid
Assets

GA 731218

Integrate users with
new requirements
Enhancing efficiency in day-to-day
grid operation
Ensuring network security, Better planning
system control and quality of future network
of supply
investment

Cloud solutions
Grid and Market hub
cyberGRID servers

Advanced Metering Infrastructure
Smart meters
RTUs
Meter data management
Smart Metering Databases
Time series database
2 lithium titanate batteries (11kW)
Power electronics (inverters)
two electric vehicle charging stations (EVCS)
Storage algorithm
RTU
SCADA system
HV/MV substation transformers
Capacitor banks
optical communcation links
Load forecasting DSO system
Renewable generation DSO forecasting
MV Load Allocation
MV Multi-Period Optimal Power Flow (MPOPF)
Traffic light system
Flexibility Forecasting
GIS
CONTROLLABLE LOADS
3 x 1MW motor, steam turbine
Motors
Diesel generator
Pumps
Air conditioning heating
Gas engines
Heating devices
Price Forecasting
Bid optimization
Ancillary Service Platform
P/f Controller
TSO simulator
Commercial VPP
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Improving market functioning and customer
service

33. Availability of individual continuity of supply and voltage quality indicators

32. Improve information on energy sources

31. Improve energy usage information

30. Consumption/ injection data and price signals by different means

29. Remote management of meters

28. Sufficient frequency of meter reading

27. Improve customer level reporting in the case of interruptions

26. Provide grid users with individual advance notice of planned interruptions

25. Support the adoption of intelligent home/ facilities automation and smart devices

24. Improvement to industry systems (for settlement, system balance, scheduling)

23. Open platform (grid infrastructure) for EV recharge purposes

22. Facilitate consumer participation in the electricity market

21. Participation of virtual power plants and aggregators in the electricity market

20. Participation of all connected generators in the electricity market

19. Additional information on grid quality and consumption by metering for planning

18. Improve asset management and replacement strategies

17. Better models of Distributed Generation, storage, flexible loads, ancillary services

16. Solutions for demand response for system security in the required time

15. System security assessment and management of remedies

13. Intermittent sources of generation to contribute to system security

12. Operation schemes for voltage/current control

11. Allow grid users and aggregators to participate in ancillary services market

10. Frequent information exchange on actual active/reactive generation/consumption

9. Identification of technical and non-technical losses by power flow analysis

8. Improve monitoring of network assets

7. Enhance monitoring and obervability of grids down to low voltage levels

6. Enhance monitoring and control of power flows and voltages

5. Automated fault identification/ grid reconfiguration, reducing outage times

4. Update network performance data on continuity of supply and voltage quality

3. Use of network control systems for network purposes

2. Facilitate the use of the grid for the users at all voltages/locations

1. Facilitate connections at all voltages/locations for any kind of devices

Functionalities

D7.3 - Basis for the cost-benefit analysis

SLOVENIA

More direct involvement of
customers in their energy usage

Functionalities

Active house (household end-user
HMI)

Assets

Home Energy Management System:
- Tingco Cloud
- Tingco Box (Smart Living
automation control)
- HEMS – INESC TEC to be deployed
(Portuguese demo)

Demand Side

Grid Side
Smart meters, Smart House
Several devices (smart
clotheswasher, smart clothes dryer,
ovens stoves…)
Smart plugs
Customer energy data
management database
Locallife (social network)
Egreement
Energy Database (Meter Data
Management Database)
Smart meters, DSO
AMI Head End

Basic Smart Meter Meter Data Management Database
Infrasturcture
Communications: equipment and
technologies for information
transmission
Primary substation
Secondary substation

Sensors located in/on transformers

Predictive maintenance tool (SAP
suite) and a HMI

DSO Systems, SCADA historical data

Ambient temperature sensors
RTUs
Asset management database
(Historical diagnostics data,
performed maintenance, previous
interventions)
GIS Database
Sensors on cables and overhead
lines
Fault detectors
Asset management database
DMS/SCADA (fault location tool
available in the DMS and a HMI)
Work Order Management System
(part of the DMS)
Outage statistics actual and
historical, concerned customers
and ENS
Repair process with timestamps
Integrate users with new
requirements
Enhancing efficiency in day-to-day grid
operation
Ensuring network security, system
control and quality of supply

17. Better models of Distributed Generation, storage, flexible loads, ancillary
services

16. Solutions for demand response for system security in the required time

15. Monitoring of safety, particularly in public areas

14. System security assessment and management of remedies

13. Intermittent sources of generation to contribute to system security

12. Operation schemes for voltage/current control

11. Allow grid users and aggregators to participate in ancillary services market

10. Frequent information exchange on actual active/reactive
generation/consumption

9. Identification of technical and non-technical losses by power flow analysis

8. Improve monitoring of network assets

7. Enhance monitoring and observability of grids down to low voltage levels

6. Enhance monitoring and control of power flows and voltages

5. Automated fault identification/ grid reconfiguration, reducing outage times

4. Update network performance data on continuity of supply and voltage quality

3. Use of network control systems for network purposes

2. Facilitate the use of the grid for the users at all voltages/locations

1. Facilitate connections at all voltages/locations for any kind of devices

Better planning of
future network
investment
Improving market functioning and customer service

33. Availability of individual continuity of supply and voltage quality indicators

32. Improve information on energy sources

31. Improve energy usage information

30. Consumption/ injection data and price signals by different means

29. Remote management of meters

28. Sufficient frequency of meter reading

27. Improve customer level reporting in the case of interruptions

26. Provide grid users with individual advance notice of planned interruptions

25. Support the adoption of intelligent home/ facilities automation and smart
devices

24. Improvement to industry systems (for settlement, system balance, scheduling)

23. Open platform (grid infrastructure) for EV recharge purposes

22. Facilitate consumer participation in the electricity market

21. Participation of virtual power plants and aggregators in the electricity market

20. Participation of all connected generators in the electricity market

19. Additional information on grid quality and consumption by metering for
planning

18. Improve asset management and replacement strategies

SWEDEN

More direct involvement of
customers in their energy usage

Benefits

Optimised Generator Operation

Deferred Generation Capacity Investments

Economic
Reduced Ancillary Service Cost

Reduced Congestion Cost

Deferred Transmission Capacity Investments

Deferred Distribution Capacity Investments

Reduced Equipment Failures
Integrate users with new
requirements
Enhancing efficiency in day-today grid operation to be
discussed

16. Solutions for demand response for system security in
the required time

15. System security assessment and management of
remedies

13. Intermittent sources of generation to contribute to
system security

12. Operation schemes for voltage/current control

11. Allow grid users and aggregators to participate in
ancillary services market

10. Frequent information exchange on actual
active/reactive generation/consumption

9. Identification of technical and non-technical losses by
power flow analysis

8. Improve monitoring of network assets

7. Enhance monitoring and observability of grids down to
low voltage levels

6. Enhance monitoring and control of power flows and
voltages

5. Automated fault identification/ grid reconfiguration,
reducing outage times

4. Update network performance data on continuity of
supply and voltage quality

3. Use of network control systems for network purposes

2. Facilitate the use of the grid for the users at all
voltages/locations

1. Facilitate connections at all voltages/locations for any
kind of devices

Functionalities

Annex III Mapping functionalities to benefits

PORTUGAL

Ensuring network security,
system control and quality of
supply

D7.3 - Basis for the cost-benefit analysis
Reduced Distribution Equipment Maintenance Cost
Reduced Distribution Operation Cost
Reduced Meter Reading Cost
Reduced Electricity Theft
Reduced Electricity Losses
Detection of anlomalies relating to Contracted Power
Reduced Electricity Cost
Reduced Sustained Outages
Reduced Major Outages
Reliability

Reduced Restoration Cost
Reduced Momentary Outages
Reduced Sags and Swells

Environmental
Security

InteGrid

Reduced CO2 Emissions
Reduced Sox, Nox, and PM-10 Emissions
Reduced Oil Usage
Reduced Wide-scale Blackouts

GA 731218
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Economic

InteGrid

Benefits

GA 731218

Optimised Generator Operation

Deferred Generation Capacity Investments

Reduced Ancillary Service Cost

Reduced Congestion Cost

Deferred Transmission Capacity Investments

Deferred Distribution Capacity Investments

Reduced Equipment Failures
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Better planning of
future network
investment
Improving market functioning and customer service

33. Availability of individual continuity of supply and voltage quality
indicators

32. Improve information on energy sources

31. Improve energy usage information

30. Consumption/ injection data and price signals by different means

29. Remote management of meters

28. Sufficient frequency of meter reading

27. Improve customer level reporting in the case of interruptions

26. Provide grid users with individual advance notice of planned
interruptions

25. Support the adoption of intelligent home/ facilities automation and
smart devices

24. Improvement to industry systems (for settlement, system balance,
scheduling)

23. Open platform (grid infrastructure) for EV recharge purposes

22. Facilitate consumer participation in the electricity market

21. Participation of virtual power plants and aggregators in the electricity
market

20. Participation of all connected generators in the electricity market

19. Additional information on grid quality and consumption by metering
for planning

18. Improve asset management and replacement strategies

17. Better models of Distributed Generation, storage, flexible loads,
ancillary services

Functionalities

D7.3 - Basis for the cost-benefit analysis

More direct involvement of
customers in their energy usage

D7.3 - Basis for the cost-benefit analysis
Reduced Distribution Equipment Maintenance Cost
Reduced Distribution Operation Cost
Reduced Meter Reading Cost
Reduced Electricity Theft
Reduced Electricity Losses
Detection of anlomalies relating to Contracted Power
Reduced Electricity Cost
Reduced Sustained Outages
Reduced Major Outages
Reliability

Reduced Restoration Cost
Reduced Momentary Outages
Reduced Sags and Swells

Environmental Reduced CO2 Emissions
Reduced Sox, NOx, and PM-10 Emissions
Security

Reduced Oil Usage
Reduced Wide-scale Blackouts

InteGrid

GA 731218
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InteGrid

Benefits

GA 731218
Integrate users with
new requirements
Enhancing efficiency in day-to-day
grid operation
Ensuring network security, Better planning
system control and quality of future network
of supply
investment

Optimised Generator Operation
Deferred Generation Capacity Investments
Reduced Ancillary Service Cost
Reduced Congestion Cost
Deferred Transmission Capacity Investments
Deferred Distribution Capacity Investments
Reduced Equipment Failures
Economic
Reduced Distribution Equipment Maintenance Cost
Reduced Distribution Operation Cost
Reduced Meter Reading Cost
Reduced Electricity Theft
Reduced Electricity Losses
Detection of anlomalies relating to Contracted Power
Reduced Electricity Cost
Reduced Sustained Outages
Reduced Major Outages
Reliability Reduced Restoration Cost
Reduced Momentary Outages
Reduced Sags and Swells
Reduced CO2 Emissions
Environmental
Reduced Sox, Nox, and PM-10 Emissions
Reduced Oil Usage
Security
Reduced Wide-scale Blackouts
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Improving market functioning and customer
service

33. Availability of individual continuity of supply and voltage quality indicators

32. Improve information on energy sources

31. Improve energy usage information

30. Consumption/ injection data and price signals by different means

29. Remote management of meters

28. Sufficient frequency of meter reading

27. Improve customer level reporting in the case of interruptions

26. Provide grid users with individual advance notice of planned interruptions

25. Support the adoption of intelligent home/ facilities automation and smart devices

24. Improvement to industry systems (for settlement, system balance, scheduling)

23. Open platform (grid infrastructure) for EV recharge purposes

22. Facilitate consumer participation in the electricity market

21. Participation of virtual power plants and aggregators in the electricity market

20. Participation of all connected generators in the electricity market

19. Additional information on grid quality and consumption by metering for planning

18. Improve asset management and replacement strategies

17. Better models of Distributed Generation, storage, flexible loads, ancillary services

16. Solutions for demand response for system security in the required time

15. System security assessment and management of remedies

13. Intermittent sources of generation to contribute to system security

12. Operation schemes for voltage/current control

11. Allow grid users and aggregators to participate in ancillary services market

10. Frequent information exchange on actual active/reactive generation/consumption

9. Identification of technical and non-technical losses by power flow analysis

8. Improve monitoring of network assets

7. Enhance monitoring and obervability of grids down to low voltage levels

6. Enhance monitoring and control of power flows and voltages

5. Automated fault identification/ grid reconfiguration, reducing outage times

4. Update network performance data on continuity of supply and voltage quality

3. Use of network control systems for network purposes

2. Facilitate the use of the grid for the users at all voltages/locations

1. Facilitate connections at all voltages/locations for any kind of devices

Functionalities

D7.3 - Basis for the cost-benefit analysis

SLOVENIA

More direct involvement of
customers in their energy usage

Functionalities

Economic

Reliability

Environmental

Security

InteGrid

Benefits

GA 731218
Integrate users with
new requirements
Enhancing efficiency in day-to-day grid
operation
Ensuring network security, system
control and quality of supply

Optimised Generator Operation
Deferred Generation Capacity Investments
Reduced Ancillary Service Cost
Reduced Congestion Cost
Deferred Transmission Capacity Investments
Deferred Distribution Capacity Investments
Reduced Equipment Failures
Reduced Distribution Equipment Maintenance Cost
Reduced Distribution Operation Cost
Reduced Meter Reading Cost
Reduced Electricity Theft
Reduced Electricity Losses
Detection of anomalies relating to Contracted Power
Reduced Electricity Cost
Reduced Sustained Outages
Reduced Major Outages
Reduced Restoration Cost
Reduced Momentary Outages
Reduced Sags and Swells
Reduced CO2 Emissions
Reduced Sox, Nox, and PM-10 Emissions
Reduced Oil Usage
Reduced Wide-scale Blackouts
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Better planning of
future network
investment
Improving market functioning and customer service

33. Availability of individual continuity of supply and voltage quality
indicators

32. Improve information on energy sources

31. Improve energy usage information

30. Consumption/ injection data and price signals by different means

29. Remote management of meters

28. Sufficient frequency of meter reading

27. Improve customer level reporting in the case of interruptions

26. Provide grid users with individual advance notice of planned
interruptions

25. Support the adoption of intelligent home/ facilities automation and
smart devices

24. Improvement to industry systems (for settlement, system balance,
scheduling)

23. Open platform (grid infrastructure) for EV recharge purposes

22. Facilitate consumer participation in the electricity market

21. Participation of virtual power plants and aggregators in the electricity
market

20. Participation of all connected generators in the electricity market

19. Additional information on grid quality and consumption by metering for
planning

18. Improve asset management and replacement strategies

17. Better models of Distributed Generation, storage, flexible loads,
ancillary services

16. Solutions for demand response for system security in the required time

15. Monitoring of safety, particularly in public areas

14. System security assessment and management of remedies

13. Intermittent sources of generation to contribute to system security

12. Operation schemes for voltage/current control

11. Allow grid users and aggregators to participate in ancillary services
market

10. Frequent information exchange on actual active/reactive
generation/consumption

9. Identification of technical and non-technical losses by power flow
analysis

8. Improve monitoring of network assets

7. Enhance monitoring and observability of grids down to low voltage
levels

6. Enhance monitoring and control of power flows and voltages

5. Automated fault identification/ grid reconfiguration, reducing outage
times

4. Update network performance data on continuity of supply and voltage
quality

3. Use of network control systems for network purposes

2. Facilitate the use of the grid for the users at all voltages/locations

1. Facilitate connections at all voltages/locations for any kind of devices

D7.3 - Basis for the cost-benefit analysis

SWEDEN

More direct involvement of
customers in their energy usage
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Annex IV Define data requirements
To undertake the CBA, the corresponding costs must be identified. According to the approach explained
in this document, baseline costs do not affect the analysis when comparing the scenario versus the
baseline, as it is a cost for both. However, where a scenario changes baseline costs or introduces new
costs (from assets or activities) they must be considered the analysis.
On the other hand, those assets activate functionalities that in turn enable benefits. Benefits must be
translated into monetary units. This monetisation will rely on the KPIs of each use case, which together
make up the benefits of the demo.
Thus, the data requirements are:



Costs of the assets involved.
The KPIs.

Based on the current information available on deliverable 2.4, below it is listed the KPIs of each HLUC
divided by demo site:

PORTUGAL

MAFRA
HLUC/PUC

HLUC1

PUC01.1

PUC02.1

HLUC05

KPI ID – name
Description
KPI 1 - Fulfilment of voltage limits
The performance of an electrical grid is inversely proportional to the difference between the
nominal and the actual voltage of the supplied elements
KPI 01 - Total active power losses cost reduction
Comparison between the total cost for the active power losses obtained for the MV network
operating scenarios without optimization, with the cost of the losses considering optimization
KPI 04 - Total execution time
Measures the function total execution time for evaluating the scalability of the tool. The
execution time is used for comparison between operating scenarios with different
dimensions and variables complexity
KPI 02 - Mean absolute estimation error
Indicates the average absolute deviation between the estimated and the real values for
different time horizons (e.g., 1-week, 1-month, …)
KPI 03 - Maximum absolute estimation error
Indicates the maximum absolute deviation between the estimated and the real values for
different time horizons (e.g., 1-week, 1-month, …)
KPI 2 – Cost due to offers rejection
The KPI measures the cost for each stakeholder induced by the rejection of a flexibility
product
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PUC01.5

PUC02.5

HLUC07

PUC01.7

HLUC12

InteGrid

KPI 4 – Avoided violations due to the introduction of the technical validation
Describes the number of violations avoided by using the technical validation
KPI 5 – Average flexibility quantity validated per network area
Quantifies how much of flexibility submitted by the FO is accepted in average in the network
areas
KPI 1 – Average flexibility quantity flagged red per network area
Average of flexibility volume that will potentially be rejected (per network area)
KPI 4 – Flexibility program changes
Number of changes in the flexibility programs/bids after the TLS assessment
KPI-1a - Fulfilment of balancing energy
Percentage of fulfilled balancing energy in comparison to total per FO
KPI-1b - Non-fulfilled balancing energy based on grid problems
Percentage of non-fulfilled balancing energy due to problems in the distribution grid (traffic
light system) and amount of curtailed balancing energy per year
KPI-1c - Amount of curtailed flexibility
Volume of flexibility curtailed/blocked based on grid problems
KPI-2 - Higher costs for TSO and FO
In case the TSO uses the next bids or the FO uses other flexibility units’ higher costs apply
than without the problems in the distribution grid
KPI-3 - Higher revenues due to traffic light system
In case no traffic light system is implemented, some flexibility units could not participate in
the markets. These additional revenues are quantified
KPI-4a - Number of avoided problems in the distribution grid by traffic light system
Number per year of avoided problems in the distribution grid by implementation of the traffic
light system
KPI – Engagement of flexibility providers
Share of potential flexibility providers that comply with the requirements and offer flexibility
through the grid-market hub. The locational granularity should be defined
KPI – Delays for new connections
Number of flexibility providers that respond in the 15-min activation timeframe
KPI – Amount of flexibility contracted
Amount of flexibility, presumably measured in kW, the DSO contracts for operational
purposes. This may require introducing a differentiation per type of contract, timeframe,
location and/or voltage level
KPI – Share of flexibility activated
Share of the flexibility that has been previously contracted and that is actually activated. This
may require introducing a differentiation per type of contract, timeframe, location and/or
voltage level
KPI – Share of flexibility required that has been pre-qualified
This KPI is computed as the ratio of pre-qualified flexibility over the flexibility required that
has been previously identified by the DSO. It may be computed separately for different types
of flexibility needs
KPI – Response time capability
Number of flexibility providers that respond in the 15-min activation timeframe
KPI-1 - Required amount of total flexible capacity available for remote control
Describes the amount of flexibility from all kind of DER necessary to provide the required
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PUC01.12

PUC02.12

InteGrid

service for the mFRR market throughout the whole service period without harming any
threshold values for grid stability. Differentiates between upward and downward services.
Depending on specifications of market and mix of resources, a seasonal behaviour should be
taken into account
KPI-2 - Success index in meter reading
Captures the total amount of communication attempts within the allowed time frame and
indicates the efficiency of the communication by revealing the portion of successful
communication
KPI-3 - Commercial VPP (mFRR or Replacement Reserve (RR)) – Economic Parameters
Market player perspective: The objective of the KPI is to evaluate the benefits and
performance of the commercial VPP (mFRR or RR) from an economic point of view.
The KPI compares the revenues from the mFRR or RR market participation with the costs for
operation of the VPP and the reimbursement of the DER and controllable resources within
one year
KPI-4 - Critical volume of commercial VPP
This KPI indicates the required amount of tradeable flexibility in order to reach the economic
break even after 1 year (or 2 years)
KPI-1 - Required amount of total flexible capacity available for remote control
Same as HLUC12
KPI-2 - Success index in meter reading
Same as HLUC12
KPI-3 - Commercial VPP (mFRR or RR) – Economic Parameters
Same as HLUC12
KPI-4 - Critical volume of commercial VPP
Same as HLUC12
KPI-6 - Forecasting accuracy
Used to evaluate the accuracy of the forecasting algorithm (load/generation). This is a
measure for the reliability of the applied forecasting method as a function of the considered
forecast horizons. This provides an error measure for the variance of the considered
load/generation prediction horizons in the field. Divided between MV and LV
KPI-1 - Required amount of total flexible capacity available for remote control
Same as HLUC12
KPI-2 - Success index in meter reading
Same as HLUC12
KPI-6 - Forecasting accuracy
Same as PUC01.12
KPI-7 - Technical VPP annual service costs
The specific average costs to operate the technical VPP expressed as EUR/MW/a, from the
perspective of the flexibility operator
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ALCOCHETE AND VALVERDE
HLUC/PUC

HLUC02

PUC01.2

KPI ID – name
Description
KPI B.3 - Power Quality and Quality of Supply
Aged infrastructures, plus volatile and dramatic changes of the power flow patterns of
RES/DER generation and load cause may increase the risk of system failures, thus resulting
in many interruptions, i.e. low levels of power quality for customers and decrease of the
security of supply
KPI B.1 - Voltage profile improvement
Aged infrastructures, plus volatile and dramatic changes of the power flow patterns of
RES/DER generation and load cause may increase the risk of substantial voltage deviations.
The proposed control is designed to improve the voltage profile by minimizing the voltage
deviations magnitudes
KPI B.2 - Flexibility activation
Percentage of the total flexibility available that is used to manage operation without
technical constraints
KPI B.3 – Voltage Constraints Management Success Rate
Percentage of the total voltage violations managed by the Low Voltage Control tool
recurring to the available flexibilities in the LV network
KPI 02.2.1– Operator awareness
This is a qualitative indicator on a scale of 1 – 10 (1 – extremely unaware, 10 – extremely
aware) for the awareness of the operator regarding the state of the system
KPI 02.2.2 – Voltage magnitudes and active power mean absolute error
Determines the accuracy of the algorithm to perform state estimations. The performance is evaluated
for voltage magnitude and active power separately

KPI 02.2.3 – Voltage magnitudes and active power maximum absolute deviation
PUC02.2

Determines the dispersion of the algorithm to perform state estimations. The performance is
evaluated for voltage magnitude and active power separately

KPI 02.2.4 – Voltage magnitudes and active power quantile calibration maximum
deviation (bias)
Measures the mismatch between the empirical probabilities (or long-run quantile proportions) and
nominal (or subjective) probabilities. The performance of the probabilistic algorithm is evaluated for
voltage magnitude and active power separately

KPI 02.2.5 – Voltage magnitudes and active power probabilistic sharpness
Measures the mismatch between the empirical probabilities (or long-run quantile proportions) and
nominal (or subjective) probabilities. The performance of the probabilistic algorithm is evaluated for
voltage magnitude and active power separately

InteGrid
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CALDAS DE RAINHA
HLUC

HLUC06

HLUC09

PUC01.9

PUC02.9

InteGrid

KPI ID – name
Description
KPI 1 – Successfully reply rate
Number of queries replied, by the CRM, without an error/Number of queries received by the
CRM
KPI 2 – Stakeholders’ satisfaction
Inquire stakeholder about the way and format that the request data is presented in the gm-hub
(in a scale from 1 to 10)
KPI 3 – Number of complaints
Number of complaints about the non-compliance of legal obligations, from any stakeholder
KPI 4 – Number of gm-hub registrations
Number of new registrations in the gm-hub per month
KPI 5 – Number of gm-hub unregistrations
Number of unregistrations in the gm-hub per month
KPI 6 – Number of subscriptions
Number of new subscriptions to gm-hub provided services, per month
KPI 7 – Number of cancelled subscription
Number of cancelled subscriptions in the gm-hub provided services, per month
KPI 78 – Ratio between minimum and maximum electricity demand within a day
The ratios between maximum and minimum load for the daily consumption
KPI 80 – Peak demand reduction ratio
Compare the peak demand before the aggregator implementation (baseline) with the peak
demand after the aggregator implementation (per final consumer, per feeder, per network)
KPI 82 – Demand Response
This KPI evaluates the electricity cost per kWh which is to check the optimization of the energy
plan of flexible demands
KPI – Self-consumption
Measures the amount of self-consumption that is achieved by determining the amount of load
allocated to the potentially existent microgeneration (e.g. PV production), considering the
optimal schedule
PUC9-1.KPI.1 – Number of controllable devices
Number of controllable devices (including loads and generation)
PUC9-1.KPI.3 – Number of changes in comfort preferences
Number of times that the prosumer changes the comfort preferences using the Energy Manager
User Interface (EMUI)
PUC9-1.KPI.4 – Number of device settings change
Number of times that the prosumer changes the device settings using the EMUI
PUC9-1.KPI.5 – Number of accepted scheduled devices
Number of devices that were considered within the proposed optimal schedule
PUC9-1.KPI.6 – Number of accepted solutions
Number of solutions that are fully accepted by the user
PUC9-2.KPI.1 – Number of automated implemented actions
Number of actions that were successfully implemented by the energy manager in an automated
fashion (if applicable)
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HLUC10

PUC01.10

PUC02.10

HLUC11

PUC02.11

InteGrid

KPI 13 – Amount of Load capacity participating in Demand Response
Capture the amount of flexibility provided by Demand Response necessary to accommodate a
pre-set level of DG without harming any threshold values for grid stability. Differentiates
between upward and downward services
KPI 34 – Increased economic welfare
Calculation of the reduction in consumers’ electricity bill
KPI 1 – Amount of provided flexibility
Capture the amount of flexibility provided by the aggregated consumers, without harming any
threshold values for grid stability. Differentiates between upward and downward services
KPI 3 – Consumer engagement
Number of times that a specific consumer has provided flexibility
KPI 5 – Merit-order compliance
Assessment on the compliance of the merit-order list, i.e., if the consumers with a higher rank
provide more flexibility than the ones with a lower one
KPI 1 – Amount of provided flexibility
Same as PUC01.10
KPI 3 – Deviation reduction
Percentage of the reduction of Flexibility Provider’s deviation, through use of flexibility. Case the
provided flexibility would not be sufficiently large to impact the global deviations of the
Flexibility Operator, the number of required clients to reach a null deviation, based in the
attained flexibility values, will be estimated
KPI 5 – Ancillary services market participation
Amount of simulated flexibility that would be used within the ancillary services market,
considering a suitable regulatory framework
KPI KTHKPI01 - Peak Load Reduction
Reflects the impact of the Use Case on the peak load of the network (therefore DSO gains
flexibility in operation and network planning)
KPI KTHKPI03 - Energy use reduction
Changes (relative and absolute) in energy consumption levels
KPI KTHKPI04 – Monthly Interactions
Interaction with the feedback mechanism
KPI KTHKPI05 - Self-awareness of household energy use
End-users that are aware of their own households’ energy use
KPI KTHKPI06 - Price awareness
End-users’ awareness of cost savings related to changes in electricity use
KPI KTHKPI07 - Environmental awareness
End-users’ awareness of the relationship between their electricity use and climate change
KPI 14 - Peak Load Reduction
Same as HLUC11
KPI 84 - Energy use reduction
Same as HLUC11
KPI 85 - Monthly Interactions
Same as PUC01.11
KPI 86 - Self-awareness of household energy use
Same as HLUC11
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HLUC12

PUC01.12

PUC02.12

InteGrid

KPI 87 - Price awareness
Same as HLUC11
KPI 88 - Environmental awareness
Same as HLUC11
KPI-1 - Required amount of total flexible capacity available for remote control
Describes the amount of flexibility from all kind of DER necessary to provide the required service
for the mFRR market throughout the whole service period without harming any threshold values
for grid stability. Differentiates between upward and downward services. Depending on
specifications of market and mix of resources, a seasonal behaviour should be taken into
account
KPI-2 - Success index in meter reading
Captures the total amount of communication attempts within the allowed time frame and
indicates the efficiency of the communication by revealing the portion of successful
communication
KPI-3 - Commercial VPP (mFRR or Replacement Reserve (RR)) – Economic Parameters
Market player perspective: The objective of the KPI is to evaluate the benefits and performance
of the commercial VPP (mFRR or RR) from an economic point of view.
The KPI compares the revenues from the mFRR or RR market participation with the costs for
operation of the VPP and the reimbursement of the DER and controllable resources within one
year
KPI-4 - Critical volume of commercial VPP
This KPI indicates the required amount of tradeable flexibility in order to reach the economic
break even after 1 year (or 2 years)
KPI-1 - Required amount of total flexible capacity available for remote control
Same as HLUC12
KPI-2 - Success index in meter reading
Same as HLUC12
KPI-3 - Commercial VPP (mFRR or RR) – Economic Parameters
Same as HLUC12
KPI-4 - Critical volume of commercial VPP
Same as HLUC12
KPI-6 - Forecasting accuracy
Used to evaluate the accuracy of the forecasting algorithm (load/generation). This is a measure
for the reliability of the applied forecasting method as a function of the considered forecast
horizons. This provides an error measure for the variance of the considered load/generation
prediction horizons in the field. Divided between MV and LV
KPI-1 - Required amount of total flexible capacity available for remote control
Same as HLUC12
KPI-2 - Success index in meter reading
Same as HLUC12
KPI-6 - Forecasting accuracy
Same as PUC01.12
KPI-7 - Technical VPP annual service costs
The specific average costs to operate the technical VPP expressed as EUR/MW/a, from the
perspective of the flexibility operator
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SLOVENIA

HLUC/PUC

KPI ID – name
Description
KPI-1 - Required amount of total flexible capacity available for remote control
Describes the amount of flexibility from all kind of DER necessary to provide the
required service for the mFRR market throughout the whole service period without
harming any threshold values for grid stability. Differentiates between upward and
downward services. Depending on specifications of market and mix of resources, a
seasonal behaviour should be taken into account
KPI-2 - Success index in meter reading
Captures the total amount of communication attempts within the allowed time frame
and indicates the efficiency of the communication by revealing the portion of
successful communication

HLUC12

KPI-3 - Commercial VPP (mFRR or Replacement Reserve (RR)) – Economic
Parameters
Market player perspective: The objective of the KPI is to evaluate the benefits and
performance of the commercial VPP (mFRR or RR) from an economic point of view.
The KPI compares the revenues from the mFRR or RR market participation with the
costs for operation of the VPP and the reimbursement of the DER and controllable
resources within one year
KPI-4 - Critical volume of commercial VPP
This KPI indicates the required amount of tradeable flexibility in order to reach the
economic break even after 1 year (or 2 years)
KPI-5 - Technical VPP – Economic Parameters
DSO perspective: The objective of the KPI is to evaluate the benefits and performance
of the technical VPP (DSO support) from an economic point of view by comparison of
costs of the service provided by a technical VPP with capital costs of (alternative) new
grid investments over a duration of 5 years (or 10 years)
KPI-1 - Required amount of total flexible capacity available for remote control
Same as HLUC12

PUC01.12

KPI-2 - Success index in meter reading
Same as HLUC12
KPI-3 - Commercial VPP (mFRR or RR) – Economic Parameters
Same as HLUC12
KPI-4 - Critical volume of commercial VPP

InteGrid
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HLUC/PUC

KPI ID – name
Description
Same as HLUC12
KPI-6 - Forecasting accuracy
Used to evaluate the accuracy of the forecasting algorithm (load/generation). This is a
measure for the reliability of the applied forecasting method as a function of the
considered forecast horizons. This provides an error measure for the variance of the
considered load/generation prediction horizons in the field. Divided between MV and
LV
KPI-1 - Required amount of total flexible capacity available for remote control
Same as HLUC12
KPI-2 - Success index in meter reading
Same as HLUC12

PUC02.12

KPI-5 - Technical VPP – Economic Parameters
Same as HLUC12
KPI-6 - Forecasting accuracy
Same as PUC01.12
KPI-7 - Technical VPP annual service costs
The specific average costs to operate the technical VPP expressed as EUR/MW/a, from
the perspective of the flexibility operator

InteGrid
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SWEDEN

HLUC/PUC

KPI ID – name
Description
KPI 01 – Asset health awareness
This is a qualitative indicator on a scale of 1 – 10 (1 – extremely unaware, 10 –
extremely aware) for the awareness of the process owner regarding every
equipment life-cycle stage

Grid side
HLUC03

KPI 02 – System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI) improvement
Percentage improvement in SAIFI (%)
KPI 03 – Mean time between failure
Mean time between failures of every equipment (hours) considering its life-cycle
stage
KPI 04 – Maintenance costs
Measures how preventive maintenance reduces the cost of secondary damage
KPI 01 – SAIDI improvement
Improvement percentage of SAIDI (%)

Grid side
HLUC04

KPI 02 – CAIDI improvement
Improvement percentage of CAIDI (%)
KPI 03 – Energy Not Supplied (ENS) improvement
Reduction percentage of ENS (%)
KPI KTHKPI01 - Peak Load Reduction
Reflects the impact of the Use Case on the peak load of the network (therefore DSO
gains flexibility in operation and network planning)
KPI KTHKPI03 - Energy use reduction
Changes (relative and absolute) in energy consumption levels

Demand side
HLUC11

KPI KTHKPI04 – Monthly Interactions
Interaction with the feedback mechanism
KPI KTHKPI05 - Self-awareness of household energy use
End-users that are aware of their own households’ energy use
KPI KTHKPI06 - Price awareness
End-users’ awareness of cost savings related to changes in electricity use

Demand side
PUC01.11

InteGrid

KPI KTHKPI07 - Environmental awareness
End-users’ awareness of the relationship between their electricity use and climate
change
KPI 1 - Peak Load Reduction
Same as HLUC11
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HLUC/PUC

KPI ID – name
Description
KPI 2 - Energy use reduction
Same as HLUC11
KPI 4 - Self-awareness of household energy use
Prosumers that are aware of their own households’ energy use
KPI 5 - Price awareness
Prosumer awareness of cost savings related to changes in electricity use
KPI 6 - Environmental awareness
Prosumer awareness of the relationship between their electricity use and climate
change
KPI 14 - Peak Load Reduction
Same as HLUC11
KPI 84 - Energy use reduction
Same as HLUC11

Demand side
PUC02.11

KPI 85 - Monthly Interactions
Same as PUC01.11
KPI 86 - Self-awareness of household energy use
Same as HLUC11
KPI 87 - Price awareness
Same as HLUC11
KPI 88 - Environmental awareness
Same as HLUC11
KPI 78 – Ratio between minimum and maximum electricity demand within a day
The ratios between maximum and minimum load for the daily consumption
KPI 80 – Peak demand reduction ratio
Compare the peak demand before the aggregator implementation (baseline) with
the peak demand after the aggregator implementation (per final consumer, per
feeder, per network)
KPI 82 – Demand Response
This KPI evaluates the electricity cost per kWh which is to check the optimization of
the energy plan of flexible demands
KPI – Self-consumption
Measures the amount of self-consumption that is achieved by determining the
amount of load allocated to the potentially existent microgeneration (e.g. PV
production), considering the optimal schedule

InteGrid
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HLUC/PUC

KPI ID – name
Description
PUC9-1.KPI.1 – Number of controllable devices
Number of controllable devices (including loads and generation)

PUC9-1.KPI.3 – Number of changes in comfort preferences
Number of times that the prosumer changes the comfort preferences using the
Energy Manager User Interface (EMUI)
Demand side
PUC01.9

PUC9-1.KPI.4 – Number of device settings change
Number of times that the prosumer changes the device settings using the EMUI

PUC9-1.KPI.5 – Number of accepted scheduled devices
Number of devices that were considered within the proposed optimal schedule
PUC9-1.KPI.6 – Number of accepted solutions
Number of solutions that are fully accepted by the user
Demand side
PUC02.9

InteGrid

PUC9-2.KPI.1 – Number of automated implemented actions
Number of actions that were successfully implemented by the energy manager in
an automated fashion (if applicable)
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